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I was a WAC 
by 

Wilda June Whims Cook 
 

   I was a senior in high school when my brother, Arthur Whims, was drafted into the U.S. Army in 

1942. Hitler caused World War II and was invading countries in 

Europe. I wanted to help by joining and serving our country. The 

United States became involved probably when England was at-

tacked. 

   I graduated from high school and wrote for the forms but was too 

young to join the Women’s Army Corps. When the limit was re-

duced from 21 to 20 and I reached age 20, I mailed them. When 

accepted, the local recruiter took me to Cleveland, Ohio for the 

physical. 

   I was very nervous at my first physical. I had my typical reaction 

to excitement by having a headache and being sick, so was rejected 

because of underweight and could have a nervous breakdown. The 

recruiter urged me to gain some weight and try again. I really didn’t 

gain much weight, but was not nervous and passed the physical, 

returning home to await orders that were sent after a few weeks. 

The recruiter took me to Cleveland, Ohio, the starting point to go to 

camp. 

   A train carload of women headed from Cleveland, Ohio to Atlanta, 

Georgia, and Fort Oglethorpe, an old Army post in the northwest cor-

ner of Georgia for our training. We had our own sleeper train car and our own porter. It was an over-

night trip, so we ate in the dining car. During the trip, a conductor came through the car announcing the 

death of our President, Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

   The train arrived at Atlanta, Georgia; I am unsure of the time. There were army trucks that took the 

women to Fort Oglethorpe camp. That seemed a long ride. The trucks had canvas covers over the top 

and seating on planks along the sides. It was very hot. We arrived around 5 p.m. Time for food, called 

“chow”. We were taken to a barracks, our home for the next six weeks. 

   We were able to wash our face and hands, use the rest room (latrine). A whistle called us to line up 

and march to the dining hall. We were told we could have all we wanted to eat, but must eat 

“everything” on our plate. I recall one girl had some fat on the meat. She couldn’t eat it, someone else 

did to help her. They said one had to sit there until one cleaned up the plate. Lesson 1, “Don’t waste 

food.” 

   Back to the barracks, we were told to shower (cold water by that hour). We stripped naked in front of 

the rest. The shower was a large room with showers on a pipe all the way around the center of the room. 

We were told to be in bed by 8 p.m. Bunks were all made up. I am sure many of us cried ourselves to 

sleep and wondered what we got into. 

   The next morning we were awakened, showered, dressed, and called out to line up in alphabetic order, 

told how to answer, and learned some rules. We marched to breakfast. After eating, marched back to the 

barracks for bathroom time and put our area in order. The personal time was limited. Sometimes hardly 

time to use the toilets. 

   We lined up to receive our new military issue of clothing and insignia buttons, back to the barracks to 

learn how our area was set up. We learned ow to make our bunks, bedding tucked so tight that a quarter 

would bounce eon it. Beds were made different for inspection on Saturday. Every day the pillow was 

covered with the blanket, but white sheet turned down at the bottom of the pillow for inspection on Sat-

urday. We learned to square the sheet corners. There was a certain way the comfort was folded, rolled, 

and placed on the foot of the bunk. We learned where and how to hang our laundry bag at the foot of the 

June Whims Cook 
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  bunk and clothes hung a certain way, facing left, with all buttons buttoned, then learned to lay out the 

shelf of our foot lockers. 

   Anything not government issue was hidden in the bottom of the footlocker under our duffle bag. On 

the shelf of the foot locker the government issue (GI) clothing had a special spot for each item of cloth-

ing. Civilian clothes were sent home or hidden under the GI duffle bag. We could wear some civilian 

clothing at the barracks when relaxing. It finally ended with our using that clothing to clean the barracks 

for inspection There was nothing to work with, that is, rags, etc., except mops, finger combed and stood 

in racks outside. We had to clean everywhere for inspections, anywhere dust could settle. The officers 

wore white gloves to check for dust everywhere. 

   I received $25.00 monthly for spending money. I had a $10.00 War Bond taken out. There was a store 

called a PX, with miscellaneous items for sale. I don’t think I spent any money until the next pay came. 

At home I didn’t have money or learn how to spend it. Later there was a cute fitted cosmetic case in the 

PX that I took many weeks to make up my mind to buy. I still had it after married and our boys were 

born. 

   To keep our money safe we were issued a small green bag with a zipper top and on a string. We were 

supposed to wear it around our neck at all times. I guess we did take it off when we showered. I still 

have it along with my hat and some of the insignia buttons we wore on our uniforms. I still have my 

laundry bad and my foot locker. The foot locker was placed at the foot of the bunk. It was always 

opened for inspections. When we moved from one place to another, the foot locker went with us, other 

things were packed just so in the duffle bag and moved with the pile of duffle bags. Everything had our 

name and serial number on. 

   The duffle bag was packed a certain way to prevent wrinkled clothing. I can’t remember the number 

of different articles of clothing we were issued. Underwear was not issued. Shoes, several shirts, ties, 

work type pants, dress uniforms, and all-purpose rain coat. The PT dress was of seersucker, green strip 

and matching bloomers. We had a cap and handbag. Gas masks were used for a few drills but not to be 

kept. I think our winter uniforms were issued at the proper season. Dressy uniforms were made of wool 

worsted material. Sun tan material were the skirts, everything khaki color. A plain straight simple dress 

for special occasions. It was lighter beige and lighter weight material. 

   One building in our section of the military base was the Day Room where visitors came to visit a 

WAC or dates could meet. A relaxing room. A juke box for music and dancing. Reading material, etc. 

Probably a badminton table. There was a business office, the CQ office for the Lieutenant and First Ser-

geant in charge of us. Their telephone to be used when needed. We had to get passes to leave the base 

and sign in when returned. There was always someone in that office. The Lieutenant and First Sergeant 

during the day, one of the WACs was assigned to sitting in the office in the evening and maybe over-

night. We took turns. If one did not return, the person was AWOL (absent without leave), carelessness 

or a deserter 

   We had classes learning military rules, physical training (P.T.), marching, etc. There was gas mask 

drills, wearing rain coats if ordered (imagine the griping when ordered to wear rain coats on a hot day) 

and no rain. The purpose of the military classes was teaching us to follow orders. 

   If one didn’t feel well, she could go on sick call. There was a medical facility to report to and if the 

nurse decided, taken to the doctor. 

   If rules were broken one received a checkmark, called a “gig”, on the weekly charts. We were given a 

“gig” because of personal neglect or mistakes such as a button not buttoned. Shoes not polished, area 

not in order. Punishment could be to police the area (that is, pick up trash on the grounds), clean toilets 

(Latrine), or KP (Kitchen Police) work. The most hated chore I think was KP and cleaning the grease 

pots in the kitchen. 

   If Saturday barracks didn’t pass inspection, the whole barracks would be grounded. No passes given to 

leave the base. Other chores could be thought up. We took turns with the work of helping the cooks. 

Assignments were for the week. The women were rotated for chores. 

   We were kept very busy. After the first night, we didn’t have time to be unhappy about joining. All 
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 was new and at end of a day we were tired. We had studying to do at times from the classes. At 9 p.m. 

barracks lights were turned off. You were supposed to be in bed I think lights turned on a 5 a.m. Get 

showered, dressed, and be ready for raising the flag, and march to breakfast. 

   Parade day was competition. One barrack was a platoon. Several platoons together became a company. 

There would be several companies. The companies competed to be the top marching unit each Saturday. 

The trick was to stay in step. We learned to skip to get into step so no heads were bobbing. All was to be 

very smooth. As we passed the viewing stand, turn head and eyes right to officers and viewers. Days of 

marching were for practice and exercise. We sand as we marched. I don’t remember the songs. There 

was a band on the military base. We could hear it at distances as the music rolled out over the hills. 

   There were dances (maybe USO) and a movie theater. For the dances the gals would go as a group 

unless one had a date. We were walked back to the WAC section by the men as a group. The Day Room 

was the stopping point for the men. I don’t remember any special celebration at the end of basic training. 

I did enjoy the girl as I was with and the experiences. I called my WAC service my College Education. 

 

MEDICAL TRAINING 

 

   Moving day came after basic training to a different section of the base, near an old hospital. Three 

companies came together for training. We were released of some of our chores we had in basic training. 

We did have to keep our area clean and had Saturday inspection. Friday evening was always cleaning 

time. The floor was square tiles and had to be washed and buffed. One short WAC could sure handle 

that buffer. 

   The barracks was longer than the previous one. It was heated with coal stoves set every so far apart on 

concrete squares. Someone else kept the stoves going during the day. The WACs did at night. The bath-

house and latrines used steam heat. One incident I recall, a WAC using a toilet was burned by steam that 
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somehow was reversed. I don’t recall more about that. There was always warm water at all times. Laun-

dry was picked up in basic training and medical training and returned clean. 

   We were issued nice beige dresses for the hospital uniform. They were a simple, button down the 

front, belt and pockets, comfortable, rose beige in color. We were still marching to classes or wherever 

we were supposed to go. Someone always in charge of us. 

   When we were settled in our barracks, we finally went to the hospital. Probably had a tour and learned 

of our classes. The first three weeks was study. Nurses and doctors lectured and wrote information on 

the blackboard that we copied to study and to learn that evening. I do not remember much about the in-

formation we studied. It was called the Theory part of the training. 

   The following three weeks was practice work. We learned to make hospital beds with square cornered 

sheets, how to make a bed with patient in, to give a bath without chilling the patient, we gave shots to 

each other using sterile water, some fainted when getting the shot, we learned to take TPR (temperature, 

pulse, and respiration). We learned to keep the top of a medicine bottle from being contaminated by lay-

ing with edge up and sterilizing instruments, and making up sterile bundles of instruments for the doctor 

or nurse to use. I don’t remember all we did. Learned a little about medicine. 

   After the six weeks at the hospital we were assigned to hospitals in other states, leaving Fort Ogle-

thorpe. I was sent to McGuire General Hospital at Richmond, Virginia. I was lucky. I could go home on 

furlough overnight on the train. I don’t remember where others were sent. 

   In the General Hospital in Richmond, Virginia my work was on four different wards, learning of dif-

ferent kinds of injury to soldiers. These four weeks were required to complete the training and to receive 

my Certificate. I visited others, with nurses explaining mostly. I worked on the Mental Ward, Head inju-

ries, Venereal diseases, and Neurology. I gave a shot to a patient in Venereal disease area at 4 a.m., as 

he slept through it, but the shot made his body jump slightly from the bed, so I was not good or smooth 

at shots. 

   When I went to work on the Neurology ward one evening, the guys were excited to tell me of an oper-

ation. The patient had his surgery and brought back to his bed and made comfortable to wake up. The 

surgery people rushed in and took him back to surgery. When they counted the sponges, one was miss-

ing, they had to get him back into surgery, to reopen the wound and get that missing sponge. A sponge 

is a sterile square of bandage. They were put in the opening to soak up blood. They are always counted 

before and after surgery. One left in the body would cause infection. 

   My certificate reads that I completed the “Special six weeks Medical and Surgical Technician 

Course”. I was only as far as the operating room door. I guess they put down anything to get the job 

done when doing certificates. I worked with Paraplegic patients the whole time assigned to a ward. I 

once looked through the operating door window and watched amputation of a leg going on in surgery. I 

did visit the room where artificial limbs were made and where the artificial eyes were made. 

   Our group of WACs at the time of induction were to care for wounded soldiers coming back from oth-

er hospitals near the combat. Train cars were fitted for moving injured to army hospitals, we had a few 

days of training on how to move patients from the trains. 

   At the end of the war, the government turned McGuire General Hospital into a Veterans Hospital, the 

WACs were no longer needed. I worked for a little while at Camp Lee, Virginia Regional Hospital near 

Petersburg, Virginia. I worked on a job of using ultra violet rays on fungus of soldiers’ feet and later 

served on the ward where officer’s wives gave birth to their babies. That was interesting. I watched a 

birth, but most of the time during a delivery I was busy changing a baby or taking him/her to the mother 

to be nursed. It took me a while to figure out how I felt about birth, that “slimy baby,” before it was 

cleaned up, but eventually it was my favorite. 

   Changing the first diaper was an experience I never had before. I struggled through the first time. An-

other time I was in the delivery room and was going to shake powder on the doctor’s hands. The top 

came off the can and he stands with both hands full of powder. A good laugh for all in the room. A new 

can powdered his hands to put on the gloves. 

   After Camp Lee, I was sent to Fort Meade, Maryland. There was hardly anything there for us to do. 
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The building had been a nurses quarters, so the girls each had a room by herself. There must have been a 

guard there. Every so often a man was trying to get in the building. 

   The WACs were being discharged or signing up for another three years. I met Willard, my future hus-

band, while serving at Camp Lee. He did not want me to sign up again. So I was sent to Fort Sheridan, 

Illinois for discharge. We WACs didn’t quite know what to do and when several girls called, “we have a 

Cab” to take us to bus station, want to come? I went. 

   At the bust station it was easy to get the bus home to Waverly, Ohio and I arrived Halloween night. A 

parade was in progress. Mom and Dad were there to meet me. 

   It was a great education, my experience in the WAC Corps. I was lucky. I had all the trust in the world 

of the soldiers in uniform and all treated me with respect. I really didn’t learn any independence, though. 

   There were a few times I got a pass and went to the close town or went in to Richmond, Virginia to 

look in stores and stayed at the YWCA. Once, two other girls and I went to a National Park called 

“Look Out Mountain”. Also, a weekend trip to Washing, D.C. with another girl where we met dates. My 

first visit to the Smithsonian Museum was then. 

    

        

    My sister, Naomi Lena Whims Wilson, sent 

this pillow cover to me from the Women’s Ar-

my Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) in 1943. The 

Corps was organized non-combat to release 

soldiers for combat. In a year the word 

“Auxiliary” was dropped and it became the 

Women’s Army Corps (WAC). In 1948 it be-

came a part of the regular Army. 

   Her basic training and WAC Transport 

School was at Daytona Beach, Florida, a 6 

week course in Army driving, light repairs, con-

voy, and other subjects. She was transferred to 

Fort Lawton, Washington, to Motor Transport. 

She drove a piskup truck to deliver messages 

for the message center, had regularly assigned 

vehicles, and was responsible for reporting 

needed repair or adjustments. 

   She was discharged at Fort Beal, California 7 

March 1946. 

    Wilda June Cook unexpectedly passed away on Wednesday, July 5, 2017, at 

The Lodge in Great Falls, Montana. On July 19, June would have celebrated her 

93rd birthday. Her memorial service was held on Monday, July 17, 2017 at Re-

deemer Lutheran Church in Great Falls.   
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THERE’S A STORY IN THAR! 
 
   Inquested deaths often contain a story far beyond the immediate facts and conclusions reached by a 
coroner’s jury. The following story of Sarah Murphy’s tragic death was easily lost in the late June, 1889, 
Great Falls newspapers. Her demise at a local Great Falls boarding house competed with the sensa-
tional murders of several Central Montana settlers by an infamous criminal, James Wilber. Indeed, Sa-
rah’s story was overshadowed by the front page news of those heinous murders. Over several days, 
Great Falls headlines told of James Wilber’s swift capture, his incarceration, his (supposed) suicide - 
and then his body being snatched from his grave (and never recovered)!  
   Sarah’s story, modest by comparison, was relegated to the back pages. While her death was deemed 
suspicious, the local coverage was brief - not much was known about Sarah, as she had arrived just 
months earlier. She had advertised her dressmaking expertise in both Great Falls newspapers many 
times, always using the name Sarah Murphy. What could have caused the sudden death of this young 
woman?   
   At the inquest, her landlady testified, as did several local doctors. All of these reports are available to 
the reader interested in her fate. They were relatively brief and the jury’s decision was inconclusive. The 
local papers summarized those jury conclusions and that was that. However, the local newspapers of 
1889 commonly exchanged news stories with other papers, so Great Falls residents were able to read 
“the rest of the story” as reported by the Richland (Dakota Territory) County Gazette, in early July, 1889, 
and reprinted by the Great Falls Leader. The Gazette’s story revealed another type of criminal - Sarah’s 
fake husband and the crimes he committed. Read below to find the circumstances. 
   By the way, if you wish to explore Wilber’s violent history and his demise, come into the GFGS Library 
and use our Newspapers.com subscription and also ask to see his inquest (inquests are also available 
at the Great Falls History Museum, open Tuesdays-Fridays). 
 

 
The Sudden, Sad Death of Sarah Murphy, Great Falls Dressmaker  

 

    The story of Sarah Murphy’s sudden death in Great Falls on June 20, 1889 was noted in that day’s 

Great Falls Tribune: 

 

“Sarah Murphy died unexpectedly today 

at Mrs. Shields’ house on Second Ave-

nue South. She fell sick yesterday and 

lived until 1 p.m. today. A jury of inquest 

composed of Messrs. Ringwald, Jensen, 

Wagner, Johnson, Powers and Carrier 

was formed by Coroner Ladd today. The 

deceased woman was a dressmaker and 

came here from Wahpeton, Dakota, April 

7.  She was about 23 years old.  A tele-

gram has been sent her mother who is in 

Dakota. Miss Murphy was suffering from 

rheumatism when she came here. The 

jury will not conclude its investigation 

until tomorrow.” 

 

   Soon after coming to Great Falls, Sarah had 

advertised as a dressmaker in both Great Falls newspapers - she lived in the city. She was a lodger at the 

Shields boarding house, and had no apparent relatives in the area. 
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   Cascade County Coroner Dr. Ladd convened an 

inquest jury, which heard testimony from several citi-

zens and professional doctors who had examined 

Miss Murphy. Those who testified during the inquest 

included:  Dr. R.P. R. Gordon, Mrs. Cora Shields, 

Mrs. Maggie Dwyer, and Dr. A. F. Longeway. 

   Sarah’s inquest was just the eighth inquest held by 

the new county, and all hearings materials were hand-

written, as was the jury’s decision.   By June 22, the 

Great Falls Semi-Weekly Tribune had received the 

inquest results and noted that Sarah’s death was not 

accidental: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The Great Falls Leader, July 2, 1889, p. 4, was able to add more about Sarah’s sad circumstances 

through its news exchange with the Dakota Territory’s Richland County Gazette: 

 

 

“‘Sensational Circumstances Connected With The Death of Sarah Murphy’ 

 

   The evidence elicited by the coroner’s jury in connection with the sad death of 
Sarah Murphy, which occurred at her lodgings on Second Avenue South yester-

day, proves the case to be a sensational one and doubtless a suicide. Miss Murphy 

was of good family in Wahpeton, D.T., and according to the statements of parties 

here who knew her was highly respected by the people of that place. As shown by 

a marriage certificate found among her effects, she was married - secretly - it is 

supposed - to one Chas. E. Hinman of Wahpeton about a year ago. 
   It appears that he is a married man, and while separated from his wife, was not 

divorced. The girl came on to this city in April last, he promising to join her here 

and proving faithless, as might have been expected. But two days before her death 

she received a letter from Hinman, in which he went back on all his fair promises 

and told her plainly he would have nothing more to do with her. The natural se-
quence is that in a fit of despondency she took the drug that resulted in death.  

She was enceinte, six months, and whether the medicine was taken for the pur-

pose of self-destruction or to produce an abortion, is a matter that is not at pre-

sent clear.   

   The box containing the medicine bears the label of a Wahpeton druggist, and as 

some of it remained, it has been forwarded to the sheriff of the latter place in case 
it should be needed. The verdict of the coroner’s jury is not very explicit, it being, 

stripped of verbiage, is that deceased came to her death by some poisonous drug 

unknown to them, administered by some person unknown and with intent un-

known. Coroner Ladd received a telegram from the sheriff today stating that Hin-

man was arrested. He will be held for bigamy at least, but murder is the crime of 
which he is guilty and for which he merits the extreme penalty of the law. 

   Powers & Trigg embalmed the body of the victim and it was today forwarded to 

Wahpeton by express…” 
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Coroner Records and Inquests at the Great Falls Genealogy Society Library 

 
   Early suspicious deaths were frequently investigated by Cascade County and the final conclusions were 

written up as Coroner Register Reports and/or County Inquests (these begin in late December, 1887, with 

the first inquest held six months later). While the reports are often succinct, the family researcher can gain 

a great deal of information pertinent to the death (for example, testimonies given by witnesses, jury con-

clusions, death records, physical description of the deceased, and the like).  

   GFGS has indexed the known Cascade County Coroner Registers and the Cascade County Inquests, 

beginning in 1888 (some years of the Registers are missing). Coroner Registers are held in the GFGS 

Library as are copies of the Cascade County Inquests. The original inquests are also available at the Great 

Falls History Museum. 

The photo of the mule and the raffle ticket are 

courtesy of Bill Bradford. The article is from page 

4 of the June 1, 1919, Great Falls Tribune. 
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THE GIBSON LIGHT 
GUARD 

 

 

   Great Falls had its own special 

National Guard Company before 

1890. By June 27, 1889, the peti-

tioners named in the list at the left 

had organized themselves into a unit 

called “The Gibson Light Guard”, in 

honor of Paris Gibson. They were to 

make their public debut in the 4th of 

July Great Falls Parade. Colonel L. 

E. Holmes of Butte made a special 

trip to Great Falls to ensure that the 

new infantry men would be properly 

inducted into the National Guard.  

They were quickly mustered in on 

the evening of July 3, 1889, so that 

they could participate as an official 

military unit in the parade. Officers 

commissioned by Holmes were 

Captain Andrew Jensen and 2nd 

Lieutenant Howard Crosby. 

   An end of August article in the 

Leader noted that Captain Andrew 

Jensen, commander of the Light 

Guard Unit, had contacted Montana 

Adjutant General Turner, and man-

aged to get 60 complete uniforms 

and outfits for the new troops. In 

early October, 1889, the unit went 

via special train to an encampment 

for training.  
 

(The Great Falls Leader can be viewed at:  

Chronicling America (free),  

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/  

and Newspapers.com ($),  

https://www.newspapers.com/) 

from The Great Falls Leader, 14 June 1889, p. 4 

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/
https://www.newspapers.com/
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